
ESAKA RE WRITE A SENTENCE

Sougen Esaka (æ±Ÿå•‚ å®—æº• Esaka Sougen) is a middle-aged man who owns the antiques shop "Forest" in
Kazamatsuri. Sougen has an upper-class look, wearing .

The Glomp : Nishikujou's character is introduced when she's trying to invoke this on Shizuru. They have the
option to join them or forget about it altogether via memory manipulation. There is also an opposing
organization called Gaia that are likewise looking for the Key. Extreme Omnivore : One of the lighter
examples. Esaka is his supporter and mentor and Kotarou truly respects him, but he betrays him and uses his
position in Guardian to steal information. Kotori returns, telling the girl to go away, and takes Kotarou back to
the others. Healing Factor : Shizuru produces medicines and drugs in her body and can heal herself quite
quickly. She has no sense of taste. BUT that's not the only way Take your time, I'm not in a rush. Gaia has at
least two major factions and Akane's is the one that wants to end the world, though she doesn't seem thrilled
about it. In general and on a lighter note, the story occasionally admits that the other girls are interested in
Kotarou as well, but they're always supportive of whichever girl's route it is rather than getting in the way. In
the character routes, the ability has been upgraded. In Shizuru's route, by the time Kagari turned into a tree, the
Salvation was already in its final phase and therefore impossible to prevent even if you destroyed the tree. This
doesn't have any payoff until Terra. Gratuitous English : Yoshino is fond of making these. However, she's
actually very intelligent and perceptive and just likes goofing around in her spare time. In the end, he kills
Esaka in a duel. However, while in the middle of her fight with the third, a guy named Midou who summons a
lava-type monster named Fogo, she gets blown away by an explosion and get struck by a spear before falling
into a deep chasm. Sleepyhead : Kotori spends most of her time in class sleeping. Walking Wasteland : As a
result of Guardian's experiments, and the reason she wears gloves. Akane's behavior begins to be influenced
by Sakura who has collapsed and is near death.


